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Realms of Literacy: Early Japan and the History of Writing sets a new benchmark for the

study of pre-modern Japan. Displaying both historical breadth and analytical depth in its

investigation of early Japanese writing practices, Realms traverses disciplinary lines to

revise what it argues is an insufficiently complex picture of Japanese inscription. The

result is a work that undermines long-standing misconceptions about the nature of

linguistic change over time by means of painstaking attention to historical and

philological detail.

Realms shuns a unified history of writing and evaluative notions of literacy that focus

on efficiency and fullness in ways that obscure ‘the technical variety and sophistication

of earlier systems’ (4). The book criticizes ‘teleological assumptions about progress

[from logography] towards phonography’ (5) and dismantles them systematically. By

detailing – often enthusiastically – the myriad inscriptive objects, practices, and contexts

operative in early Japan, Lurie highlights a trans-regional ‘exegetical network’ that relied

upon the flexibility of both Chinese script and Korean scribes for circulation within the

Japanese archipelago. Moreover, Realms contests a notion of literacy as a unified

phenomenon beholden to orality, insisting that we rethink early Japan in terms of ‘plural

literacies’ and multiple contesting inscriptive practices. The book decouples literacy

from facile notions of linguistic progress or efficiency by demonstrating the extent to

which early Japanese writing practices were adapted to a meet an array of functional and

aesthetic aims. Lurie distinguishes between ‘alegible’ and ‘illegible’ texts in order to

acknowledge their ‘pragmatic’ ceremonial, political, or magical significance without

resorting to a narrow rubric of competency. This distinction struck me as a provocative

way to reconsider a broader context of reading that isn’t yoked to the dictates of

linguistic utility.

The book is organized into two parts. The first, ‘Literacy and Power’, sets the stage by

introducing the methodological and conceptual issues involved in dealing with the

assortment of inscriptive objects (swords, coins, stelae, mokkan, seals, pots), archives,

and disciplinary conventions Lurie works between. The publisher should be

commended for including Japanese text and image facsimiles. The combination of

concise footnotes and then more in-depth endnotes appeals to readers of varying

specialties. I found myself poring over the minutiae of the endnote material, which is

valuable for its archaeological and terminological detail about topics such as the
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Sakitama-Inariyama burial mound or Unabbreviated Form Many!osh!u (MYS) poems.

(The index mislabels the MYS poems, but Lurie has included a corrected index PDF,

list of errata, and additional materials on his website.) The survey of artifacts and

disciplinary debates provided here is painstaking, and the extensive discussion of

research by Japanese archeologists will prove invaluable for those unfamiliar with this

field.

The second part, ‘Writing and Language’, focuses on better-known texts such as the

Kojiki, Nihon shoki, and Many!osh!u, and charts textual diversity in early Japan through

stylistic comparisons between these in order to debunk the idea that later (i.e. Heian

calligraphic) developments were necessarily more sophisticated or expressive. On this

crucial point Lurie asserts, ‘the entire range of possible styles was already represented as

the seventh century transition got under way. This picture of early writing is at odds with

what has long been the dominant paradigm in historical accounts of Japanese

inscription’ (208, emphasis in original).

In addition to the first three chapters’ instructive methodological intervention,

Realms’ major accomplishment is to develop a multi-disciplinary account of the

complexities of early Japanese writing, as exemplified by kundoku, in order to leverage

that portrayal against reductive evolutionary theories that privilege phonographic and

alphabetic writing. The book succeeds unequivocally on this point. In the first chapter,

especially, Lurie demonstrates the value of an archeological approach by trying to take

the artifact on its own terms; in this case, the archetypal object is a shell fragment shown

to challenge received notions of how writing should be understood. Here he makes a

helpful distinction between being meaningful and being legible ‘in linguistic terms’ (19),

which encourages us to redefine literacy less provincially. The sustained engagement

with Lévi-Strauss in discussing archeological objects’ tie to power structures helped

frame writing’s political ramifications and dovetailed Realms’ broader conceptual aim to

weaken the hold of entrenched notions of textual stability, efficiency, legibility, and

cultural influence – specifically with regard to the authority of Buddhism and ‘Chinese’

language practices. While the claim that it ‘trespasses into territory claimed by art

history, religious studies, or archaeology’ (viii) might overstate the work’s subversive

inclinations, there can be no doubt that Realms constitutes a significant scholarly

achievement in its integration of approaches from these fields.

Kundoku becomes the engine that drives Lurie’s critical project, and the book hinges

on kundoku both organizationally and conceptually. To the extent that ‘the entire point

of this book is to emphasize the fecundity and importance of this kind of appropriation

or redirection of the technology of writing’ (66), kundoku embodies a combined process

of reading, translation, and textual production that is pliant and more than merely either

phonographic or logographic in its multidirectional richness. In terms of structure, the

first three chapters provide historical and theoretical context that paves the way for

kundoku’s extended treatment throughout the second part. Lurie argues that kundoku

drove the expansion of literacies in the seventh and eighth centuries and lauds kundoku

practices as ‘inspir[ing] a reconsideration of the nature of the Chinese script and its

place in the East Asian region’ (12), having ‘provided the connective tissue that knit [a

range of written styles] together’ (313), and maintaining a ‘continuing generative role’

(321) for more than a millennium. The book’s main argument about the centrality of

kundoku as a malleable system mediating logographic and phonographic elements is

made cogently across the chapters.

Chapter Six, ‘The Poetry of Writing’, marks a ‘central problem for this book’ (259),

addressing the problem of positing ‘uta’ as a stable linguistic phenomenon in the
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Many!osh!u. Here, though, I wondered how a fuller consideration of the ‘scurrilous

limericks’ (269) mentioned in passing might inflect further or trouble the book’s

arguments about diverse styles of inscription. My impression was that compared to the

swords and mirrors exhumed in part one of the book, the ‘ephemeral everyday materials’

(267) upon which vernacular phonographs were scribbled proved infelicitously literary

for the schema of this penultimate chapter, as idiosyncrasies of practice, pleasure, and

play unnerved the fixities of hard fact.

In its forceful repudiation of phonographically oriented and kana-centric accounts of

the development of Japanese, Realms expands considerably our understanding

of writing’s cultural function in pre-modern Asia. While I can’t speak to the disciplines

of linguistics, archaeology, or the comparative history of writing, there is to my mind no

doubt that Realms will exert a powerful influence within the field of pre-modern

Japanese studies. It represents a substantial, stimulating addition to the relative paucity

of monographs in English dealing with pre-Heian Japan. Realms will become required

reading for literature and history students of the Nara and Heian periods, in particular,

and will likely also appeal to scholars in Chinese studies, archaeology, epigraphy, and

linguistics. Through its thorough exploration of early Japanese inscription, Realms sets

out to transform current understandings of writing’s history both within and beyond the

domain of Japanese studies. Given the quality of scholarship the book demonstrates, it

seems poised to fulfill this promise.
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This is an important book that builds on a meticulous analysis of sources to offer a

persuasive reassessment of Tokugawa foreign relations. It seeks to move beyond the

conventional view of the Tokugawa regime as the sole actor of any consequence and

foreign policy as an essentially centralized endeavour directed from Edo. Instead,

Hellyer injects new participants into the picture in the form of two domains, Tsushima

and Satsuma, which, he argues, played an important role in shaping Japan’s relations

with the outside world.

Each of these domains possessed their own priorities and interests, and they engaged

in a constant negotiation with the Bakufu, pressing always to have their needs recognized

and raising a range of real or imagined threats when they felt the regime was not acting

promptly enough. By documenting these negotiations, Hellyer emphasizes the ‘multiple

voices and multiple agendas’ which combined to direct the nature of early modern

Japan’s interaction with regional and international orders (12). The result is to pull one

further brick out from the already crumbling scholarly edifice that is notions of sakoku,

or ‘the closed country’. Given the continued relevance of domains like Satsuma and

Tsushima, it becomes even more difficult to assume a single-minded pursuit of an
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